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was apprenticed to a merchant, to have his living prejudiced
by such as are ignorant of the trade, wherein there is more
skill than every man judges. A merchant cannot be a re-
tailer for want of skill and acquaintance of customers, which
requires an apprenticeship to bring him to it". These
arguments were subsequently answered by Child when he
contended that there was no danger of any general invasion
of the field of foreign trade by retailers, because their own
business demanded a ' full stock ' as well as' full attendance';
moreover, like other men, they are ' led by their profit' and
would soon learn to avoid mistakes in commerce ; above all,
it was in the interests of the nation " to buy cheap whatever
appellation the seller has "1. The merchant was differ-
entiated not only from the retailer but also from the
manufacturer; and he was forbidden " by himself or by
any other person for him or to his use [to] endrape, work or
make any cloth " 2.
Regulation Orders for the regulation of trade covered every aspect
of trade. oj ^e WOrking arrangements: in their wealth of detail they
exhibit a minute picture of the internal economy of a
regulated company engaged in ' feats of merchandise '. The
sphere of trade comprised Germany and the Low Countries5,
and heavy penalties were imposed on the unlicensed traders,
known as interlopers, who traded within this sphere without
the Company's sanction—except in the case of books,
victuals and provisions of war 4. As regards the privileged
merchants, the first stipulation was that no member should
carry on trade in any place within the Company's territory
other than the mart towns 5. The breach of this regulation
was punished with heavy fines, culminating for the third
offence in disfranchisement, but it was permissible to fre-
quent the Frankfurt marts, and to buy certain specified
1 Child, A New Discourse of Trade (4th ed.), 115-116.
» The Lowes, Customes and Ordinances of the Fellowshippe of Merchants
Adventurers, no.
8 Between the Rivers Somme and Skaw: Wheeler, A Treatise of
Commerce (1601), 20.
* The penalties were 405. for every short cloth, and £25 for every ^100
worth of other waxes; for the third ajid subsequent offences penalties were
doubled: The Lawes, Customes and Ordinances of the Fellowshippe of
Merchant** Adventurers, 55-56.	* Ibid. 53.

